Data- and ML modelling intern at Maersk Growth Venture
Aarhus
The role and team
You will join a young and ambitious team with world class talent within data, commodity trading, logistics and
finance, be exposed to real-world business challenges in global trade, and ultimately lay the foundation for a
global tech career. Your primary task as a Data intern will be to develop and train ML models in a real business
context to support Frey’s long-term data-driven decisions using Python, R, Azure Machine learning, SQL, and
Azure data factory.
While being an expert in trade and logistics, Frey wants data efficiency to be the competitive edge of the business
and the strategic sweet spot. Frey is working off a data-driven business model, and we offer you the opportunity
to gain valuable experience through exploration of real-world business problems.

What’s in it for you?
Your desire to create value through data, and impact the future needs to be unleashed, and Frey is built on a
challenger mindset, where you will be encouraged to dream big, challenge status quo, and apply text-book
theories to real-world problems. You will:
•

Accelerate your learning path with a pure focus on the technologies of tomorrow including open-source
programming languages and cloud platform services.

•

Work with a real business problem where you are encouraged to apply your theoretical knowledge and
are able to see a direct impact of your work.

•

Join forces with experienced mentors and learn best practice in data- and software engineering, to help
solve the challenges arising when working with data at an enterprise level.

•

Be given time and responsibility to work with- and explore Frey’s datasets, where the goal is to develop
and train the newest ML and AI algorithms.

Who is our next colleague?
We are looking for talented and ambitious candidates enrolled in a degree within Data Science, Computer
Science, Mathematics-Economics, Economics, or another relevant field of study. You have:
•

Strong professional interest within the newest machine learning models, applied statistics, and data
exploration.

•

Experience with Python and Machine learning models, preferably through packages such as scikit learn
(sklearn).

•

Interest in modern application life cycle management ie. DevOps, MLOps, git, MLFlow, etc.

•

You are proficient in English at a professional level, both written and spoken.

Who is Frey?
Frey is a trading company that was born in 2018 to address the inefficiencies in the container value chain, like
moving empty containers back to deficit areas. Frey is a venture owned by Maersk Growth.
If you have any questions for the internship, please contact Karsten Young (+45 40 85 61 63 or
kya@freycommodities.com) for more information. Please send your application, including cover letter, CV and
grade transcript, to: job@freycommodities.com, marked “Data and ML Internship”.

